
COOLNESS STARTS WITHIN 

REFRIGERATED VEHICLE SPECIALISTS  

From bespoke van insulating kits, to fridge van conversions and 

a vast range of new and used converted refrigerated vehicles 

www.coolkit.co.uk 



Why Choose CoolKit 



Established in 2005, we are now the UK’s leading manufacturer of fridge van 

conversions, utilising our own bespoke design of insulated lining kits to create 

a superior quality and effective refrigerated vehicles. 

With over 6,000 conversions completed over the last 11 years, we have    

specific knowledge of fridge van requirements in a number of market sectors, 

creating bespoke solutions to match customer requirements exactly. 

Leading the way for quality of manufacturing and excellent customer service 

standards, our clients benefit from fast turnaround times, high payload       

capabilities, with a strong, durable and robust finished product ready to serve 

their business daily. With an after-sales customer support department also 

available, we are the one-stop-shop for quality assured temperature controlled 

vehicle solutions. 

“ From a vehicle manufacturer’s perspective, I have been involved with CoolKit temperature controlled 

vehicle conversions for many years. The fridge van conversions are engineered to a high standard to 

meet customer needs whilst respecting base vehicle requirements. The team are very experienced and 

always willing to help with customer specific requirements. I would recommend as one of the market 

leaders in the refrigeration vehicle conversion sector “ Renault UK 



FRIDGE VAN CONVERSIONS  

Our fridge van conversions are an arrangement of interlocking     

insulated panels which shields the load area of the van from the 

outside world. We use extruded polystyrene insulating boards to 

provide the highest manufacturing standards. This material has an 

exceptionally low thermal conductivity figure together with other 

appealing characteristics, including high tensile and shear 

strength, fire resistance and closed cell structure to prevent water 

absorption. 

We like our customers to      

benefit from the qualities of  

payload, load volume,            

durability and functionality 



LIGHT STRONG & DURABLE INTERIOR 

We choose light, strong and durable GRP sheets with woven roving 

reinforcement as our regular interior surface, this way we can avoid the 

use of weighty timber elements in the wall construction, whilst not  

compromising on strength and durability. Load bearing floor panels 

benefit from additional reinforcements and a choice of  finishes to suit 

a particular operation. 

 

INDUSTRY-LEADING REFRIGERATION UNITS 

A refrigeration unit is installed within the conversion to extract what 

unwelcome heat does penetrate the lining. We always assist our    

customers in specifying a suitable refrigeration unit so that the        

converted vehicle will effectively maintain the correct temperature in 

ambient environments of up to 30°C. 

“ We have chosen CoolKit as our supplier of refrigerated van conversions for many years. They are very 

quick to respond, often taking less than a week from start to finish, but more importantly they are always 

top quality too, meaning that at Van Discount we can fulfil our customers orders quickly and with total 

confidence in CoolKit’s high standards “ The Van Discount Company 



FRIDGE VAN INSULATED LINING KITS  

The insulated lining kits are fabricated in our UK-based workshop 

by a team of refrigeration engineers to meet exact customer     

requirements. Utilising 3D CAD software technology, we are able 

to create bespoke conversion kits for each of our customers, with 

superior attention to detail for an effective finished product which 

can be easily slotted into place by a trained fitter and perform to 

the best of its abilities in creating a temperature controlled loading 

area for a refrigerated vehicle.  

We design & manufacture a 

vast range of insulated lining 

kits for fridge van conversions, 

covering all makes, models and 

variants of commercial vans 



EASY INSTALLATION 

Our insulated lining kits are designed and manufactured with ease of 

use in mind. A step-by-step guide will be provided at point of delivery 

or collection, together with a detailed parts list to follow during         

installation.  

 

QUALITY ASSURED 

We fabricate all the components for the kits in-house with the fastest 

production times possible through an investment in state-of-the-art 

machinery and manufacturing premises.  

The products are developed in an ISO9001 environment using industry

-leading CAD and CAM technologies. The assembly process goes 

through strict quality control procedures to assure the highest standard 

of service to the end user. 

“ I have always found the CoolKit product to be finished to the highest quality without costing a        

premium. The team at CoolKit are all professionals with a ’can do’ attitude. I have no problem with   

recommending CoolKit to anyone who is looking for a quality assured panel van refrigeration            

conversion “ Lex Autolease 



COMPLETE REFRIGERATED VEHICLE  

At CoolKit we hold large levels of new and used fridge van stock, 

facilitating the fastest order fulfilment in the industry. Upon receipt 

of the order, it is possible to have your fridge van on the road  

within three weeks, or as little as one week if the vehicle is in 

stock and has already been converted. Whether you require a 

chiller van, freezer van or a dual temperature controlled vehicle, 

we are sure to have exactly what you are looking for in stock or 

can factory order any make and model of commercial panel van 

required. 

With over 6,000 CoolKit fridge 

vans on the road over the last 

11 years, we are confident in 

our capabilities as a fridge van 

conversion manufacturer 



SUPERIOR STANDARD FEATURES 

Our fridge vans are converted in our UK-based manufacturing facility 

with hygienic GRP interior surface, reinforced resin floor and           

aluminium floor edge tread plates as standard, together with a 12 

months’ warranty on the refrigerated unit fitted within the conversion. 

 

APPROVED USED FRIDGE VANS 

At CoolKit we make sure our superior quality standards are consistent 

throughout our product offering, including our vast range of used fridge 

vans. With this in mind we always ensure we keep our used stock at a 

maximum of 2 years old with acceptable mileage. Each used van goes 

through strict quality control procedures, checking that everything is in 

correct working order and are converted with a brand new CoolKit  

conversion, including a new refrigeration unit with the same 12 months’ 

warranty offering. 

“ The CoolKit refrigerated conversion of our fleet was chosen because it offered the best payload after 

conversion with minimal compromise on build quality and temperature control. We were provided with 

comprehensive data across a range of vehicle options as well as access to existing CoolKit customers 

that assisted our decision on which make of vehicle would fit our requirements “ Alpine Fine Foods 



COMMITMENT TO OUR EXPERTISE  

We always make time to research every market we operate in and 

understand customers’ needs and expectations as they evolve 

with time. The expert knowledge we gain is clearly communicated 

across the business, so that every member of our team, from  

office based staff, to our manufacturing engineers, delivery drivers 

and even our suppliers feel valued within the business and strive 

to perform to the best of their abilities to match the respected   

reputation we hold within the temperature controlled transport  

industry. 

We hold an unrivalled         

combination of attainments of 

ISO Standards, Investors in 

People and a range of Whole 

Vehicle Type Approvals 



 

COMMITMENT TO QUALITY 

As we strive to manufacture and supply an industry-leading     

refrigerated vehicle service, it is only fitting that we adhere to the 

world’s leading quality management accreditation, ISO9001,  

committing to the satisfaction of our customers and value their 

repeat business. ISO9001 specifies requirements for a quality 

management system where we can demonstrate our ability to 

consistently provide products that meet customer requirements 

and also aims to enhance customer satisfaction through effective 

application of procedures.   

 

COMMITMENT TO SERVICE 

We value every aspect of the customer interactions with us, from 

initial enquiry, to the way we deliver our quotations, answer any 

questions a customer may have on the product, securing the   

order, processing the order through our in-house manufacturing 

facilities, quality checking the product before delivery, keeping the 

customer updated throughout the process, the delivery            

experience for the customer and the aftercare following the life 

span of our refrigerated vehicles. We see every interaction as an 

opportunity to enhance the customer experience which in return 

increases their loyalty and satisfaction, enhancing our reputation 

as a   trusted supplier of refrigerated vehicles. 
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